The author proves that the abstract differential inequality [[u' (t) u(t) 
for any 0 < t _< T, k > i, and hence
(2.7) (7)r (7)d7 S fp (7)h2 (7)d7 + A(T)f(r (7))2d. 
The last integral in (2.9) admits the estimate 1/2 1/2
-17 "I p()d for t < T. Since t 0 s -R(7)9( 7-i(7)d7 t [P (7) 
Sufficiency. for all j. Since 4(t)/t is nonlncreasing and 4(an)/a n C/a n, we We now observe that the limit on the right side of (3.19) is zero. To prove this, note that (3.13) implies the existence of a positive constant C (depending on t) for Since (pe 2) -e" "4(t2%6"-4t%6'+6%6-4t2'%6 +St'+4t2%6(')2-2t2"), %6 ),u,,2dt. To complete the proof, we substitute (3.32) and (3.26) into (3.49) and simplify.
This completes the proof. I.
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